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For my summer GSAship with the World History Center I conducted archival and oral history 
research in to the acquirement and movement of Catholic relics from Europe to the United 
States, specifically to the Chapel of St Anthony’s in Troy Hill, Pittsburgh. I was particularly 
interested in how the arrival of Father Mollinger’s personal collection of 5000+ relics to Troy Hill 
was received by the Germanic community the priest and his chapel served. As such, I relied 
heavily on oral histories from parishioners, chapel committee members and Troy Hill residents 
to better understand how this insular community interacted with these artefacts of material 
heritage from their homelands in Europe.  
 
Much of this project involved evolved through a natural process of discovery. I had already 
written papers about the architectural significance of the chapel since it is comprised of a lot of 
artwork and craftsmanship from Germany and the Netherlands. However, since the chapel was 
the pet project of its founder, Father Mollinger, there is little historical documentation about its 
use, purpose[s] or impact. As such, I had to dig into newspaper archives which reported on the 
many pilgrims who travelled to the chapel for healing from St Anthony’s relic and from Father 
Mollinger’s prescriptions. I also began with interviews of the chapel committee to learn more 
about the relic collection, and also what is unknown about it. This helped direct my questions 
for the oral histories with members of the parish community and the wider Troy Hill 
community. Mainly questions focused on their key memories of the chapel in the community, 
how the priests promoted the chapel and its relics, how the community interacted with the 
chapel and its relics, what do they recall about the chapel falling into disrepair etc. 
 
Due to the lack of paperwork detailing the acquisition and transportation of the chapel’s relics, I 
reached out to my alma matter’s Theology department at Durham University, UK. One of 
Durham’s colleges includes Ushaw College which was initially set up as seminary, and it 
possesses the largest relic collection in the UK. Their heritage team have just begun the work to 
preserve and document this collection but have found detailed correspondence about how this 
collection was acquired from mainland Europe, its cost and how it was transported to the 
seminary and received by the college community. This helped infer a lot of parallels with how 
the St Anthony’s collection may have come to be in Pittsburgh. 
 
Thanks to the GSAship and a grant from both the WHC and UCIS I was able to conduct research 
in the UK at Durham University to learn how relics-reliquaries were transported and displayed 
as well as used by Catholic communities. 
 
Future advice for GSAs undertaking projects that also require oral histories would be to 
undertake some training from classroom services on how to use the video and recording 
equipment. Classroom services can also download any footage for you if you are unsure how to 
do this yourself. I also reached out to the Film Studies department for undergraduate students 
willing to act as technical manager of my public lecture recording. This was significantly cheaper 
than hiring an external contractor because the university will provide all the recording and 
presentation equipment for free, it is just hiring someone to man the equipment that would be 
a large chunk of the WHC working budget, but hiring a Pitt student saves significant funds. 
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Additionally, if oral histories are new to you, I recommend speaking to cultural studies 
professors, such as Ron Zboray who are excellent instructors in oral history methods and how 
to use informal interviews to narrow your questions for the formal recorded interviews. 
 
Additional advice includes allocating enough of a time window for when things don’t go 
according to plan. People often have a lot going on in their personal lives, so when setting up 
interviews, try to plan multiple days and times that work for both of you in case something 
comes up that causes someone to cancel. I recommend also trying to schedule group interviews 
in a setting where people naturally come together. For me this was considerably easier because 
I could speak to parishioners after a mass service. I also brought along coffee and donuts to 
incentivize turn-out and to thank people for giving up 1-2 hours of their day. Group interviews 
are also an excellent way for interviewees to prompt one another’s memories and elaborate 
more on their initial recollections. 
 
In my project there were some external incidents, such as the nationally reported scandal in the 
PA dioceses that caused issues with the legal team at St Anthony’s granting permission to 
photograph all of their relic collection. Be prepared to find work arounds to any unforeseen 
issues arising. 
 
For promoting your final public project, make great use of social media. The WHC does a great 
job of pushing publicity online via Twitter, mypitt.edu, emails etc. I also recommend using the 
Pitt printing allocation we are given each year to print flyers. I printed c. 200 and pinned them 
in communal areas around campus such as the Hillman library, the Frick library and its 
noticeboards, around Schenley plaza and bus stops, in coffee shops around the city such as 
Biddle’s café, the Pickle and Pear, Madeleine’s bakery etc. I also posted flyers to all the Carnegie 
libraries in Pittsburgh and to all the Catholic churches within the city limits. I also used 
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook to tag various Catholic newspapers such as the Catholic Herald 
and Catholic podcasts in the city to share and promote the event. St Anthony’s also promoted 
the lecture on their chapel website and in print in their weekly bulletin. This combined effort 
led to c. 250 people showing up for the public lecture in the chapel on Monday August 27th. 
 
Overall, the lecture was well received by the various publics who attended, from academic, to 
the docents of the chapel, to parishioners and the wider Troy Hill and Catholic community of 
Pittsburgh. The docents in particular were very excited that so many Pitt academics came to the 
chapel for the first time and hope this prompts further types of research into the building, its 
history and the relic collection. 
 


